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With hundreds of travel-related expressions, including greetings, questions, numbers and more, the
Berlitz Phrase Book and CD offers business and leisure travelers key words and phrases needed for
a trip abroad. In print and audio, its up to date, relevant content makes the Berlitz Phrase Book and
CD an essential tool for today's travelers. Each foreign language phrase is repeated - slowly at first
and then at normal speed - so learners can build confidence.

Reviews of the Berlitz Swedish Phrase Book & CD by Berlitz
Simple fellow

It is a really useful book for people with no time to learn swedish using the long way. Practical
words, phrases, idioms, and expresions. If you only want to communicate accurate in many
situations without any idea what the swedish is, This is the right book, the cassete is very
interactive. Don't forget you Swedish dicctionary Berlitz also, is really good despite its size. Both,
are easy to carry on with you all time.

Use_Death

My husband wanted to have this book and actually he likes it because he wanted to reconnect with
his roots. He is learning fast sentences and unusual words. It's easy understanding book for this
difficult language.
Unsoo

received in great shape book was in great shape like the updates to the language also liked the print
and the pronunciation guide was very helpful very pleased with the book
Karg

Great for my grandkids.
Enditaling

I bought the Swedish book a few months ago and it is very useful and has lots of words and phrases
in it. I would deff reccommend to buy it if you want to learn Swedish.
Asyasya

I am using this to teach a friend my native language and so far it seems to be a better teacher than I
am!
romrom

Swedish is a very difficult language for Americans to pronounce. It's a double tone language. In
other words, you often stress more than one syllable in the same word. This sounds kinda silly to
English speakers. You simply cannot look at this book (or any book) and try to speak Swedish. What
is good about this book is the pronuniation guide that appears beside each word. This makes it
possible that you won't sound silly every time you try to speak Swedish. Once you have been in
Sweden and listened to the way they speak, you can use this book's pronunication guides and try to
immitate the Swedes.
But, this book is really only for travelers, and travelers don't need to speak Swedish. Most Swedes
speak English very well.

I started learning Swedish phrases through reading this book but come to find out when I had a real
Swede tutor me later on that the pronunciation of the words and phrases in the book were mostly
wrong. It is a good book to learn quick vocabulary and phrases but be sure to learn the correct
pronunciation first!
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